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There is a quiet culinary revolution going on at Commander's Palace a one-hundred-year-old
restaurant in the center of New Orleans' Garden District. Here diners gather to enjoy a fabulous
"new" New Orleans cuisine. dubbed "Haute Creole." New Orleans is the birthplace of many fine
classic dishes -- such as shrimp remoulade, seafood gumbo, oysters Rocketeller, trout
amandine, and pompano en papillotte. At Commander's Palace this classic cuisine has been
changed to fit today's more health-conscious lifestyles. Only the freshest local ingredients are
used, heavy sauces have been replaced by light sauce reductions that intensify spicy Creole
flavors. and nouvelle French and Chinese cooking techniques and Japanese modes of
presentation have been adapted. The results have been glowingly praised. As Bon Appetit
magazine said in its cover story on Commander's Palace, "The Brennans are simply attempting
to add an element of originality to a style of American cookery which has already made its mark
in the annals of gastronomy but which is now ready for innovative reappraisal."The leaders of the
Haute Creole revolution in New Orleans, and the owners of Commander's Palace, are Ella and
Dick Brennan. Brother and sister, they are part of the famous Brennan elan that started
Brennan's restaurant in the French Quarter of New Orleans forty years ago. The name Brennan
is synonymous with the finest in New Orleans food. In 1974 Ella and Dick took over
Commander's Palace, renovated it, and turned it into one of the most innovative, imaginative
dining spots in New Orleans. This book brings together for the first time the fabulous recipes and
secrets of this exciting restaurant.There are more than 175 recipes in all, including drinks,
appetizers and soups, salads, seafood, chicken and game, beef and veal, and desserts and
coffees.Regional American cuisine has never been more popular. This book should be a
welcome addition to the cookbook library of anyone interested in fine Southern cuisine.

"New Orleans' most beautiful restaurant."-- Travel & Leisure"Ella Brennan is the reigning queen
of Louisiana cuisine." -- People magazineFrom the Inside Flapuiet culinary revolution going on at
Commander's Palace a one-hundred-year-old restaurant in the center of New Orleans' Garden
District. Here diners gather to enjoy a fabulous "new" New Orleans cuisine. dubbed "Haute
Creole." New Orleans is the birthplace of many fine classic dishes -- such as shrimp remoulade,
seafood gumbo, oysters Rocketeller, trout amandine, and pompano en papillotte. At
Commander's Palace this classic cuisine has been changed to fit today's more health-conscious
lifestyles. Only the freshest local ingredients are used, heavy sauces have been replaced by light
sauce reductions that intensify spicy Creole flavors. and nouvelle French and Chinese cooking
techniques and Japanese modes of presentation have been adapted. The results have been
glowingly praised. As Bon Appetit magazine said in its cover story on Commander's Palace,
"The Brennans are simply attempting to add an element of originality to a style of American



cookery which has already made its markFrom the Back Cover"New Orleans' most beautiful
restaurant."-- Travel & Leisure"Ella Brennan is the reigning queen of Louisiana cuisine." --
People magazineAbout the AuthorElla and Dick Brennan have been in the restaurant business
for forty years. They own the highly praised Commander's Palace in New Orleans' Garden
District, as well as Mr. B's Bistro in the French Quarter and Brennan's in Houston.Lynne Roberts
is a food writer for Women's Wear Daily, W, and Food & Wine. She lives in New York City.Arthur
Shilstone is an artist whose work has appeared in many magazines, including Gourmet,
Smithsonian, and Field & StreamRead more
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This is a sample. The number of pages displayed is limited. Pages 6 - 199 are not
included in this sample.       Page 207 is not included in this sample.

Commander's Kitchen: Take Home the True Taste of New Orleans with More Than 150 Recipes
from Commander's Palace Restaurant Brennan's New Orleans Cookbook...and the Story of the
Fabulous New Orleans Restaurant [The Original Classic Recipes] Cooking Up A Storm: Recipes
Lost and found from the Times-Picayune of New Orleans River Road Recipes: The Textbook of
Louisiana Cuisine Commander's Wild Side: Bold Flavors for Fresh Ingredients from the Great
Outdoors Talk About Good Cookbook
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Terrence Walsh, “Real New Orleans. I've been very pleased with this cookbook. People who
tried my results from these recipes were happy, too.The book was published in 1984, and
highlights what was, at the time, the very haute of Creole cuisine. Food ideas do change every
generation or two, and that is visible in this book. For example, the first ingredient in many
recipes is butter. Certainly there's no butter in the salads, or in the cocktails, but in other
sections the first ingredient in every recipe is butter. And that's not odd. For example, Anna
Thomas wrote The Vegetarian Epicure (1972), followed by The Vegetarian Epicure Book Two
(1978). She has many recipes that start the same way as The Commander's Palace: melt butter;
saute chopped onions, peppers, garlic, etc., then proceed with everything else. Those books
were published only twelve years apart.The Commander's Palace is clearly a cookbook from a
restaurant. Aside from the commentary about the restaurant, the recipes show a commercial
cook's approach. For example, a recipe like Royale of Leeks and Mushrooms (page 33) will not
just say "two large leeks." Instead it says "two large leeks, about 6 ounces each." Because
really, YOUR large leek might be quite unlike THEIR large leek. Including an independent
measure keeps things consistent. This is a common feature of these recipes--a feature that far
more cookbooks should imitate.Every recipe is a winner--as it should be, from a famous
restaurant.And they are easy to adapt. For example, last weekend I used the Eggs Basin Street
recipe (page 74) for a nice brunch. I used what I had, substituting some canned beans for the
recipe's dried beans, and kielbasa in lieu of andouille sausage. Their version has poached eggs
on lovely rice fritters. My people are squeamish about "runny eggs" so I went with scrambled
eggs. Instead of cooked rice I used leftover mashed potatoes and steamed cauliflower. Result?
Smash hit brunch.New Orleans is justly famous for its free-wheeling culture, including an
unreserved approach to alcoholic beverages. This book's Drinks section has plenty of
classics.Recreating a restaurant's dishes often depends on having key basics. In the Lagniappe
section you'll find all their secrets for sauces, stocks, and seasonings. Every one is a gem.
Some are no surprise: Bearnaise Sauce is exactly what you'd expect. Others can make a huge
difference but are not for every home cook. For example, Chicken/Duck Stock (page 192)
begins with "carcasses of 4 chickens or ducks," which yields 6 cups of VERY flavorful,
condensed stock. Most home cooks just are not going to have the bones of four chickens to
cook into stock very often--especially just to get a quart and a half of stock. However, with a little
thought you can get darn close. Start with one chicken carcass. Prepare it per the recipe.
Maybe pick up a pound of chicken necks to go with it. Then cook it down in some store-bought
chicken stock. Basically that uses one quarter of the bones per the recipe, and substitutes stock
for cooking water. The result will be close enough to restaurant stock to convince everyone that
you are a reincarnated New Orleans chef.In between the drinks and the stocks you'll find these
sections:Appetizers and SoupsSaladsEgg DishesSeafoodChicken and GameBeef and
VealDesserts and Coffees.Let me just say, in my experience, it's all good.Why should you add



some New Orleans cuisine to your kitchen's repertoire? Well, most of us cannot get to New
Orleans for Mardi Gras or for the Super Bowl. So just bring the party home! Five pounds of
good shrimp is a lot cheaper than air fare plus a New Orleans hotel. Heck, ten pounds of
shrimp! But do go, sometime. There's nothing like it.I hope this review is in some way helpful.
Enjoy.”

TangerineSkies2005, “The Commander's Palace is an Awesome Book. While this book isn't
stylishly or artfully designed it does exactly as the title states, it is an awesome cookbook. Going
by what I was able preview, I was intrigued. When the book arrived and I was actually able to
peruse its pages; I was blown away. There are some killer recipes included in this book. What I
absolutely love is that many recipes offer options to create lighter food fares. And, the historical
information included for each recipe is a cook's delight. Imagine being able to give a verbal
introduction on courses being served. I thought this was a very nice and unexpected surprise.
The book is wonderfully informative. The book is conscientiously designed and very easy to use.
It is categorized and grouped by food type. While the recipe page could have been better
organized the directions are still understandable and fairly easy to follow. And what a divine
sauce selection. The recipes for sauces alone are worth my weight in gold. And.....I just can't
wait to make the Jambalaya recipe and Dirty Rice. With this cookbook not only I have a piece of
New Orleans history in my possession, but I have a great collection of tried, true, and time-
honored recipes that turn out great for me. By the way, I highly recommend the Bread Pudding
Souffle. What a great twist on a favored classic.”

MEMORIE HAMRICK, “We make it a point to try and obtain a cookbook from the places we love
most. We have one from each and all .... Okay, so long story LONG...my fiance proposed to me
in New Orleans the weekend we ate at The Commander's Palace. That weekend was filled with
many eaterys...including Brennon's, Mr. B's and Mother's. We make it a point to try and obtain a
cookbook from the places we love most. We have one from each and all for sentimental
reasons. While eating at Brennon's...our waitor Larry, shared many stories about Ella Brennon.
We truly enjoyed being taken back in history about how the Bananas Foster came to fruition with
the ice cream on top...So when I ordered this cook book and paid $0.94 for it...much to my
suprise, my fiance opened it up to reveal...it had been autographed by Ella Brennon herself! I
am delighted with the purchase and will treasure it always along with the memories Chris and I
shared that weekend when I said Yes!”

TRACY SARSYCKI, “good book. Nice stories an recipes”

T. Slusher, “Full of Old Creole Recipes (Some New Ones Too). I was told not to expect too much
out of this book by someone who lived in New Orleans and has been to Commander's several
times. I thought it was a good book to read and the recipes seem to be old style creole cooking



which is exactly what I wanted.  I guess it depends on your expectations.”

Kathleen Robbins, “Love it!!. I had a copy of this for 10 yrs. I used it so much it was falling apart
so I had to order a new one.Much wonderful food - easy to do. Sometimes the recipes look
complicated due to a "lot" of ingredients - but they are usually seasonings you have on hand if
you cook much.  Good step by step directions that are not difficult make it easy to use.”

JB, “Five Stars. Just need to find snapper turtles....”

Dan Earle, “Good guide to New Orleans cooking. I lived in Louisiana for 37 years and one of its
joys was the good food. This book provides some easy to follow recipes from one of New
Orlean's finest restaurants. I cooked the Gumbo Ya Ya right away and loved it. I then made a
batch for our local Farmers' Market stand. It was a hit - sold out - and I am now in Nova Scotia.
But, we have a local butcher shop that makes our andouille from a Louisiana recipe we supplied.
Hope to introduce more as our Acadian population is well acquainted with Louisiana cooking, if
not the spice level -- yet.”

The book by Ella Brennan has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 141 people have provided feedback.
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